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Congratulations on completing the first step in your academic journeys of becoming social 

justice fellows. 

I say this is the first step because the program you have participated in this past year is a 

beginning of a very long and complex process.   

Being a social justice advocate is not an end. It is a means to an end. It is part of a process of 

joining others before you and preparing those behind you for the difficult and complex journey 

of fighting for civil rights and social justice. 

As you continue on your journey to being an advocate for social justice and civil rights, I would 

like to leave with you ten goals that I hope you will embrace. 

These 10 goals will help you navigate a very complex terrain that lies ahead. These ten goals will 

be valuable to you as you prepare for the SAT and ACT exams, as you apply to college, as you 

decide on your major, as you continue on to get law degrees or degrees in public policy analysis. 

I hope you will be inspired by these goals and share them with others behind you so that you will 

be standing on this very same stage in the future helping those younger than you lead into the 

future. 

Goal #1: Know your history. 

Know the history of the civil rights movement. Know the individuals and the organizations that 

helped to eradicate state enforced laws mandating racial segregation and unequal protection 

before the law. 

Goal #2: Join and preserve civil rights organizations  

Unfortunately, many of the leading civil rights organizations that have paved the way for people 

like you to get a quality education and to achieve economic success in America are not receiving 

support from people like you.  Many of the best and talented of young people are distant and 

uninvolved in the very organizations that opened doors for them. 

Goal #3: Challenge the existing Civil Rights Organizations, from within. 

There are many weaknesses in some of our leading civil rights organizations. From time to time, 

we are out of touch with our young leaders. From time to time, we are too inward looking and 

not engaged enough with the major trends and transformations occurring around us.  Join but be 

a critical and analytical member.  Think about innovative strategies to improve our organizations 

and work from within to help energize the movement and direct it to the 21
st
 Century. 

Goal #4: Develop Highly Technical Skills to Aid our Organizations 



We need computer science majors, science and engineering majors, people with degrees in 

finance, accounting, econometrics, statistics and public policy analysis in order to assure that our 

organizations are successful in meeting the challenges of the future.  Get the technical skills that 

will help solve the problems of inequality. 

Goal #5: Join and be active in African American peer organizations. 

You may not know this but you don’t have to be black to be a member of a black club or 

organization. These organizations historically have been the backbone of the protest movement, 

the sit-ins, the walk-outs, the teach-ins, the voter registration drives and related activism.  

Many highly accomplished black college students now avoid these organizations because they 

think that the organizations are irrelevant and too focused on looking backwards than looking 

forward.  Many African students disavow these organizations, not recognizing that Africans have 

always had a close partnership with African Americans in the political struggle, and many white, 

Latino, Asian and American Indian students feel that they are unwelcomed in these black 

organizations.  I urge you to redefine these organizations and open the doors wide so that the 

civil rights and social justice message is loud and clear to all who want to join. 

Goal #6: Make sure that all of your peer organizations are respectful of diverse views, 

expressions, and experiences. 

Be welcoming to all and embrace the idea that accepting difference will enhance your ability to 

have a strong and effective team or organization. 

 Goal #7: Become a Problem Solver. 

Solving social policy problems is one of the most urgent tasks one could ever ask of you.  It is 

easy to solve individual policy problems.  But, solving large policy problems is often 

complicated by the fact that you need to work in teams, you need to take on multiple aspects of a 

problem, and you need to be willing to take enormous risks.  But, if you are going to be effective 

in promoting social justice and civil rights, you are also going to need to learn how to be a 

problem solver. 

This is the legacy you read about and heard about regarding Thurgood Marshall, Charles 

Hamilton Houston, Roy Wilkins and many other leaders of the civil rights movement. In the 

post-world war II era, the most obvious problems needed solutions included elimination of state 

enforced segregation of schools, voting barriers, employment discrimination, and housing 

segregation.  

Ironically, 50 years after the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the schools are still 

segregated, many persons of color cannot vote, wage gaps and unemployment disparities persist, 

and many minorities still live in neighborhoods that are almost exclusively minority.  Does this 

mean that we have failed? No, it means we have more work to do to solve these problems. That 

is why you need to commit to becoming a problem solver. 



Goal #8: Be willing to think outside of the box. 

Conventional problem solving techniques focus on what has worked in the past or what has 

worked in similar situations. This type of problem solving is often taught in calculus and pre-

calculus classes.  We look at an equation we want to solve and ask: what does this equation look 

like? What other type of problem is this problem similar to? How can I solve this problem by 

using information I already have about similar problems? 

I admit that this form of problem solving is effective and efficient. But, it ignores the possibility 

that this problem is unlike any previous problem or is not accurately characterized by other 

problems. 

An example is the problem of the wide racial gap in academic achievement.  One conventional 

way of looking at this problem is to look at white kids and to ask, how do you explain how white 

kids do well? What can we do to improve black performance by replicating what is done well 

with whites? 

So, many white kids get an early start on reading and on counting and numbers. They often get 

this start in homes with parents who have good educations.  The conventional wisdom is that if 

we improve early childhood education access for blacks, we can narrow the test score gaps.  

This method of problem solving ignores the fact that black kids are disproportionately suspended 

from school. Even black kids in early childhood education and pre-school programs are 

disproportionately suspended. 

We need to think outside of the box if we are going to be innovative, creative problem solvers. 

Goal #9: Learn to work with those with whom you disagree. 

In Goal #8, I asked you to be willing to think outside of the box. As it turns out most people 

think within the box and the result is thinking outside of the box is going to put you at odds with 

a whole lot of people.  I know this 9
th

 goal is going to be hard to follow, but, I urge you to try 

anyway. And, that is to try to get along with those who oppose you, who disagree with you, who 

even may hate you.  It is a very instructive process of getting to know those who are thinking 

differently because it will challenge you and make you very humble. 

Goal #10: Believe in yourself.  

It is often the case when you are fighting for social justice and civil rights or when you are 

advocating for those without power, without resources or influence, that people will doubt you. 

You will find people criticizing your choices and personal and professional decisions you make. 

There will be moments of self-doubt; there will be feelings of inadequacy. There will be a sense 

of maybe they are right and I am wrong! 



 The only recourse, as I see it, is to have a strong sense of self. You need to believe in 

yourselves. You need to be willing to accept the criticisms and account for them, all the while 

remaining true to your mission of creating a better world for all. 

So, these are ten goals I hope you will follow. I will write them out and put them on the Wilkins 

Center’s website so if you forget them; you can return to the Wilkins Center and refresh your 

memories.  

These are goals that I hope you will aspire for and share with others. Remember, when you take 

my next class, there is going to be a pop quiz and I expect everyone to get 100% on the quiz. 

Good luck in your journey and thank you for being committed to social justice. 

 


